The present paper considers the application of the NewtonKantorovich and modified-gradient methods to the Ipswich data. The object is assumed to be an inhomogeneous lossy dielectric cylinder of arbitrary cross section. Both inverse-scattering methods are based on electric-field integral representations. The NewtonKantorovich technique builds up the solution by solving successively the forward problem and a linear inverse problem. This method needs regularization, and we use either the identity operator or a gradient operator for regularization. The modified-gradient method is iterative, as is the Newton algorithm, but does not involve a linearization at each step of the nonlinear inverse problem. Results of inversions with both methods, on two known impenetrable targets, are discussed.
2.
Introduction n this paper, the object was supposed to be an infinite cylinder of I unknown cross section. The complex permittivity profile of the object was determined, using a Newton-Kantorovich (NK) method [I] , and a Tikhonov regularization, with standard identity operator or gradient operator, was applied. As applications will concern impenetrable objects, a priori information was used with the modified-gradient (MG) method [2, 31 , and one tried to determine the shape and the location of the object by means of a non-negative characteristic function. The Polak-Ribiere conjugate-gradient direction was used in the MG method. No additional regularization procedure was used in the MG method, although recent work indicates that the addition of the total variation as a regularizer is very beneficial [4] For both methods, the initial guesses were determined with a back-propagation scheme [ 5 , 61 using the adjoint operator, which provided an estimate of the induced current Reconstructions on two impenetrable objects (a circular cylinder and a strip), with MG and NK methods, were examined, from experimental data
Problem statement
The cylindrical object, characterized by a relative complex permittivity &?(r), is contained in a bounded region, D, and illuminated successively by different incident TM plane waves e;, / = 1 ,...,I, . The receivers are located in the domain, S, in the far-field region For each excitation I, the forward-scattering problem may be formulated as the following domain integral equation
The integral representation for the scattered field is e? = G~x~, , 
where Sx is an update correction. This is obtained by solving, in the least-squares sense, the linearized forward problem A6x= f -esrn. ( 
4)
The matrix A is a linearized version of the nonlinear operator relating the scattered field to the contrast function, x , andf represents the measured data vector [I] . The scattered-field vector, esca, is calculated through the forward-problem solver with a previous estimate of x . Unfortunately, the problem of finding the solution of Equation (6) is ill-posed, and needs regularization. For this, we use a Tikhonov regularization, and minimize the hnctional With the modified-gradient method, we use a priori information about the nature of the object to be reconstructed, i.e. a high conductivity object (x = x,~,,,). We are interested in finding the location and the shape of the object, using the object characteristic function, 6 (a function taken to be equal to 1 inside the object, and zero outside) [6, SI. Instead of reconstructing <, we propose to reconstruct an auxiliary function, 4 , such that < = t2 . The definition of the function 5 is relaxed to take any real value. Using the operator notation, the inverse problem is that of finding 6 for given f i measurements of the scattered field, or solving the equations with domain integral equation el = el + Gn,ymau{2e,, I = 1,. . ., L .
(7)
The modified-gradient method is iterative, as is the NewtonKantorovich algorithm, but the approach is very different. 
. Reconstructions and numerical results
In this section, we present the results on two cylindrical impenetrable objects: a circular cylinder, of 1.59 cm diameter, and a strip, 12 cm x 4 cm. The data were collected for eight incident angles, of (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 45, 60, 90) degrees, over the observation sector 0 I 8 < 360°, with a sample spacing of AB = 10' (36 measurement stations). Taking into account the symmetry, the scattered field was composed of a set of 28 illuminations. For both iterative methods, we did not start from a zero estimate for the object or contrast function. The initial guesses were computed using a back-propagation method [5, 61 . With the NK method, the process was stopped when Im(6,) 2 20, which corresponds to a conductivity of 11.1 Sim, and an attenuation of -56 dB/cm at 10 GHz. With the MG method, x~~~~ = 2i, which corresponds to a conductivity of 1.1 S/m, and an attenuation of -14 dB/cm For the circular object, we used a test domain of 5.5 x 5 5 cm2 ( z l,S& x l.S&), divided into 11 x 11 subsquares. For the strip object, the test domain was divided into 63 x 7 subsquares of 2 x 2 "2.
For the circular object, and with the NK reconstruction method, we compare the results using either the identity operator or the gradient operator. For the strip, the reconstruction was effected with the NK method, using only the gradient operator.
Conclusion
Good results were obtained on the two impenetrable objects with both methods With the NK method, the convergence was faster with the gradient operator than with the identity operator The NK method with gradient regularization reconstructed larger contrast ( xmax = 20) than the MG method, but the MG method gave a good shape description with xnias = 21 The number of iterations used for the NK method was less than for the MG method. For the circular cylinder, 17 iterations were used with the NK method, and 32 iterations were used with the MG method. For the strip, 19 iterations and 50 iterations were used, respectively. Nevertheless, one can note that the MG method is faster: for the circular cylinder, 30 sec with the MG method instead of 2 min with NK, and for the strip, 4 min 30 sec instead of 20 sec, on a DEC Station 5000/240.
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